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In Loving Memory of The Founder of Our Nation
His Highness Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan,  

God Rest His Soul.  ( 1918 - 2004 )





The Zayed Al Khair Collection 2017

Acclaimed artists, Amalie Beljafla and Hatty Pedder have created a stunning 
collection of new work to be exhibited at the Abu Dhabi Art Fair in memory of 
the founding father of the United Arab Emirates, His Highness Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan 
Al Nahyan.

The inspiration behind this collection began in 2015 with a collaboration between 
Emirati artist Amalie Beljafla and British artist Hatty Pedder. 

Together, Beljafla and Pedder wanted to pay a special tribute to the founder of the 
United Arab Emirates, His Highness Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan AL Nahyan, the man who 
is widely recognised for dedicating his life to his people and country.  He laid the 
foundation for the UAE, which has evolved into the country we know and love today.

His Highness Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan, put the UAE on the world map both 
politically and financially.  However, his dedication to the land of his forefathers 
was much deeper than politics and finance; he truly loved his people and his country.  
His love for his family and his people, whom he regarded as his extended family, created 
a legacy we will all enjoy for many generations.  

He is loved and remembered for his kindness, righteousness, purity, love of nature 
and his humanitarian work;it is these attributes that have laid the foundation 
for a compassionate, tolerant society in the midst of the Arab world, that sets the 
benchmark for future generations. 

Beljafla and Pedder, through their work, wanted to celebrate the different aspects 
of UAE culture, society and values, which the late Sheikh Zayed initiated.  He created a 
country, which is renowned for its tolerance, social values, kindness, generosity and 
tolerance to all. 

“He built this Nation into what it is today by investing in his people, so that we are 
known as, “ The Children of Zayed”.   His legacy lives on and his spirit runs through us 
all.  This collection is a celebration of all his goodness and the love our nation has 
for him.” Said Beljafla.

This is the first time Beljafla and Pedder have collaborated and with their different 
styles complimenting each other they have created an exquisite mixed media 8 piece 
collection.



 

Amalie Beljafla

 

Emirati artist, Amalie Beljafla was born on the 11th of may 1991 to a Norwegian mother 
and Emirati father. Beljafla grew up in Dubai and later continued her studies in London.

In 2009 Beljafla attended the prestigious Central Saint Martin’s College of Art and 
Design where she gained a BA in Graphic Design, finishing with an honors degree in 
June 2013.  In June 2015 she graduated with a Masters in Communication and Design, also 
from Central Saint Martin’s College of Arts and Design.

Cultural differences have played a major part in Beljafla’s artwork; she embraces her 
spirituality which inspires her ideas and influences her work.

Amalie’s distinctive surrealist style and use of a vibrant palette is widely recognized 
and sought after.

Exhibitions:

 • For You II Collection, Hunar Art Gallery, Abu Dhabi Art Fair, 2016 
 • For You Collection, Yadawei Gallery, Dubai, 2016. 
 • The First and the Last, OXO Gallery, London, 2011.



 

Hatty Pedder

Renowned British artist, Hatty Pedder, grew up in the Middle East and  has lived in 
Dubai for the last 25 years.
 
In 1991 she gained a BA in Graphic Design at London’s prestigious Central Saint Martin’s 
College of Art & Design. 

 The inspiration behind her work is always derived from people, lifestyle and different 
cultures.  She travels extensively, exploring new cities for fresh source material, which 
she then interprets in her unique mixed media style. Her palette is vibrant, and she works 
with many different mediums including photomontage and collage.  Her  background 
in fashion, photography and illustration has played a vital part in creating her unique 
perspective and style. Her distinctive surrealist style is internationally recognized 
and sought after.
 
Exhibitions:

 • The Paris Collection - Art de Temple  | Germany - 2016
 • “Kosh Bosh Beirut!” -The Mojo Gallery  | Dubai - 2013
 • “Jhakass Mumbai” - The Mojo Gallery  | Dubai - 2012
 • “Frohen Herzens” - Frankfurt | Germany - 2012
 • “Social Seen”/ “Fashion Collection” - Raffles | Dubai - 2011
 • “Social Scene” - The Mojo Gallery | Dubai - 2010



The Tree Of Life
2017, mixed media, 132cm x 97cm



This strong symbolic piece uses the national Ghaff tree, which represents being a source 
of strength and life. Sheikh Zayed’s love of family, nature, culture, animals and the 
environment are all embodied in this detailed and intricate piece.  His children and 
grandchildren sit in the tree, making this a deeply personal piece and symbolic of the 
importance of family.  In this artwork, Sheikh Zayed is depicted planting the seed that 
grows into the Ghaff tree that symbolises how the nation has grown into what it is 
today and how his legacy lives on in his children who are the strong leaders today. 
It represents how the UAE has flourished and continues to flourish from this seed.

The seven white doves represent the seven Emirates. The roots go deep representing 
the strong foundations and values on which Sheikh Zayed has built and inspired our 
nation.  







Sir Bani Yas
2017, mixed media, 151.5cm x 107.5cm 



This beautiful piece has Sheikh Zayed sitting in his natural reserve under a surreal palm 
tree made up of animals to reflect his connection and love of nature. Sheikh Zayed 
created this unique natural wildlife animal reserve Sir Bani Yas while he was alive, 
and his legacy lives on for the many who visit and enjoy this captivating island.
 
The seven white doves represent the seven Emirates.  The national bird of the UAE, the 
falcon, flamingos and exquisite ornate lizards amongst other animals, are used to 
represent the way in which the many different communities residing in the UAE all live 
in harmony together. 
 
The rocks are covered with poetry in beautiful 
calligraphy. Poetry is intrinsic to Middle Eastern 
culture and remains very much part of society 
to this day.

The colour palette and the powerful 
turquoise background give this 
piece a contemporary and vibrant 
happy sensation.











The Guardians
2017, mixed media, 125cm x 92cm 



This piece has Sheikh Zayed centrally framed and surreally positioned on a majestic 
tree of life. Above his portrait three horses emerge, representing wisdom, speed and 
power as well as the past, present and future all of which Sheikh Zayed has helped shape.

Either side of the tree are two guardians with symbolic wings representing the 
empowerment and freedom Sheikh Zayed has given the women of our nation.  Women in 
our culture are highly respected and have important roles within different sectors.   

At the base of the tree is a cheetah and her cub symbolizing the role of the nurturing 
loving mother, and the importance of women in our society.



The Prayer
2017, mixed media, 128cm x 80.5cm 



This graphic piece through its simplicity and bold composition evokes a sense of power 
and wisdom. Sheikh Zayed is gazing directly into the viewers’ eyes to conjure up a 
powerful connection. 

The dramatically enlarged prayer beads grow to fill the composition and are 
embellished with “Asma Allah Al Husna”, which are the 99 beautiful names of God in Islam.
 
The names of God are the most powerful names in Islam as they are known for their 
healing power, and the prayer beads are used to reaffirm this. The surreal orange and 
red desert landscape set against the midnight blue creates a dramatic image with the 
juxtaposition of the colours.

A few of the beads translated:

Al Kareem : The generous one
Al Hakeem:  The wise
 Al Ra’aoof : The compassionate
Al Muhaymin: The protector 







Unity
2017, mixed media, 184cm x 105cm 



“UNITY” pays tribute to 
the late Sheikh Zayed, and 

depicts the transformation 
he bought upon this nation. 
He stands dynamically and 

strikingly in frontof an 
exquisitely symbolic tree, 

ornamented with butterflies. 
The visual effect of this 

image is to embody the 
transformation and 

freedom he established, 
as the butterflies 

fly out of the     
artwork. As the  

tree grows up it has 
a  majestic lion,    gazelle and Sheikh 

Zayed’s children, our           current President  
 H.H. Sheikh Khalifa Bin  Zayed Al Nahyan and his brother the 

Crown Prince H.H. Sheikh Mohammed Bin Zayed Al Nahyan, 
representing the importance of family values in 

our society. The two Arabian horses represent 
speed, power and wisdom with the iconic Abu Dhabi 

Grand Sheikh Zayed mosque resting above them, a 
golden sun rising behind and guardian angels either 
side.  The swan symbolises purity, freedom and holiness. 

This artwork is set in the desert amongst lizards and animals 
to represent the unity, spirituality and balance that Sheikh 

Zayed spread throughout our nation.  This dream like piece can be  
appreciated at many different levels.  It can be appreciated at  a purely 
aesthetic level, however, as the viewer can  explore and discover many 

new powerful messages  and meanings through its imagery.



Prosperity
2017, mixed media, 193cm x 105cm



This exquisite jewel like piece pays tribute to the late Sheikh Zayed. Sheikh Zayed stands 
majestically and powerfully, centrally positioned in front of a symbolic world of 
prosperity that he has created for his nation.  The flying fish spread dynamically, 
going upwards across the composition, becoming larger as they fly, representing 
the growth of good fortune that reigns across the UAE.  The pearls create a surreal 
landscape to set the scene whilst paying homage to the abundance of the land. 

This dream like piece radiates the positivity and inspiration that  Sheikh Zayed showered 
over his people. The vibrant electric palette used gives this piece a striking freshness 
and modernity. Even the large gold frame echoes the wealth, vision and success of 
Sheikh Zayed.



The Tribe
2017, mixed media, 97cm x 89cm



The simplicity and bold composition of this piece evokes a tranquil sensation as the 
exquisite fish representing prosperity cascade across the ombré art piece.

The unification of the fish represents the people of the seven Emirates as they are led 
by our visionary leader and beloved Sheikh Zayed. 

The vibrant palette and juxtaposition of colour create a striking image reminiscent 
of the Pop Art era.



Freedom
2017, mixed media, 97cm x 89cm



‘Freedom’ features Sheikh Zayed against a striking electric orange ombré background. 
The surreal orange sky is filled with butterflies that symbolize the transformation he 
brought to his nation and love for all his people. The burning orange sky represents 
the powerful ambition he had to create our nation into what it is today.  



I would like to especially thank Mrs Al Anoud Al Warshaw from the 
bottom of my heart for all her wonderful support and for supporting 
Emirati artists and giving us the opportunity to exhibit and flourish.

                                                                     Amalie

THANK YOU
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